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Abstract—This paper deals with the problem of reactive power
and harmonics in a standard medium-voltage (MV) distribution
network. It proposes a simple and inexpensive solution to enhance
power quality when a particular connection to the high-voltage
transmission network is required. It presents the design of a
hybrid active filter topology connected to the MV level of a power
distribution system. Its main task is to regulate a 132-kV voltage
level. Reconfiguration of the power delivery network imposes
new constraints in a distribution substation so that the reactive
compensation should be increased. The topology of a shunt hybrid
active filter is analyzed. It is built with the series connection of a
passive filter and a low-rated active filter. The proposed filter is
directly connected to a 13.8-kV level with no need of a step-down
transformer. The possibility of different levels of reactive power
compensation is implemented. The proposal shows very good
performance for different load demands.

Index Terms—Active filters, harmonic distortion, power distri-
bution, power quality, reactive power.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NONLINEAR loads and equipment in the consumer

side and the renewable energy sources in the genera-

tion side give birth to new problems in electrical systems.

Then, power electronics appears as an essential interface to

improve power quality [1], [2]. Voltage distortion, due to cur-

rent harmonics, has become a major problem for the utilities

at distribution levels. Utilities frequently encounter harmonic-

related problems such as harmonic interactions between utility

and loads, reduced safe-operating margins, reactive power,

resonance problems, higher transformers and line losses, and

derating of distribution equipment [1], [3].

The use of traditional compensation with capacitor banks

and passive filters produces harmonic propagation, i.e., har-

monic voltage amplification due to the resonance between line

inductances and shunt capacitors. Therefore, different active

solutions have been continuously analyzed in recent years

[4]–[6]. A lot of research on different topologies has been done
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to improve power quality [5]. The correct placement of the

active filters in a distribution system has been investigated [7].

A lot of care is taken on different control strategies to obtain the

desired objectives [8]–[13].

The feasibility of using an active solution to solve a particular

problem of an actual power distribution grid is considered in

this paper. Reconfiguration of the network imposes new con-

straints on different distribution substations (DSs). Harmonic

studies were performed considering the future configuration

of the network. Voltage distortions in different points of the

network, together with the working conditions of the capaci-

tor banks, were verified by means of harmonic flow [14]. A

preliminary proposal suggested increasing the existing passive

compensation with capacitor banks from 3 to 6 Mvar, but

this solution introduced resonances near the fifth and seventh

harmonics, resulting in unacceptable distortion levels. A second

proposal (analyzed in [15]) considered a pure shunt active

power filter. This, being an excellent solution when the load

can be modeled as harmonic current sources, is not so effective

when the load presents certain impedances as usual. Therefore,

a hybrid solution is proposed here to solve the particular prob-

lem of enhancing the 132-kV level in a radial connection of the

medium-voltage (MV) network.

Among all the compensation alternatives, the hybrid topolo-

gies appear very attractive in the distribution networks where

some passive compensation is already installed. In particular,

the hybrid shunt active filter formed with the connection of a

low-rate active filter in series with one or several passive filters

is gaining attention [4], [16]–[19]. Such a combination between

active and passive filters allows significantly reducing the rating

of the active filter. Its main tasks are to improve the filtering

performance and to avoid the resonance problems introduced

by passive filters. Moreover, no extra components are required

to filter the ripple caused by the power inverter. It constitutes a

simple and cheap solution for harmonics in a power distribution

network.

This paper is organized as follows. The network configura-

tion and the harmonic problems are described in Section II.

The shunt hybrid active power filter (SHAPF) is analyzed in

Section III. Section IV presents the design of the hybrid filter.

Its performance is evaluated in Section V. Finally, conclusions

are drawn in Section VI.

II. NETWORK DESCRIPTION

The 132-kV network, where the DSs under study are

connected, is a meshed network connected to the 500-kV

high-voltage transmission system through two points. In the

0278-0046/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. One-line diagram of network model.

future, it will be necessary to work in a radial network con-

nected to the 500-kV system at only one point. The requirement

to enhance the voltage profile at 132-kV level, far away from

the 500-kV connection, demands new compensation in the

different substations [14]. The loads of the different substations

are mainly commercial and residential, so it is more difficult

to identify the harmonic sources than in the case of industrial

plants. Then, it is necessary to build a model based on the field

measurements.

Fig. 1 shows the one-line diagram of the network model

adopted for the DS under test. A digital three-phase model

of the network is constructed using MATLAB/Simulink power

system blockset. The system is represented as an ideal voltage

source of 132 kV connected to two transformers of similar

characteristics, 132/34.5/13.8 kV and 15/10/15 MVA. There are

no loads at the 34.5-kV level. Both transformers are connected

in parallel to 13.8 kV where the capacitor banks are placed.

The short circuit power at 13.8 kV is approximately 150 MVA.

Based on the power flow and harmonic studies performed on

the network [14], the power demand considered in this model is

20.9 MVA with cos ϕ = 0.78. The harmonic peak currents are

I5 = 50.3 A, I7 = 35.1 A, I11 = 15.1 A, and I13 = 11.4 A,

resulting in a total harmonic distortion of THDI = 5%. The

goal of the proposed compensator, cos ϕ = 0.92 at 13.8 kV, is

obtained with a reactive compensation of QC = 6 Mvar.

A. Harmonics

The interaction between the capacitance of the banks and

the short circuit inductance of the network produces resonances

at different frequencies depending on the compensation level.

This was confirmed with a power flow of the system and the

frequency response of the simplified model designed for the

simulations as shown in Fig. 2.

It is evident that in both cases, the resonance frequencies

enhance the most important current harmonics such as 5th

(250 Hz), 7th (350 Hz), and 11th (550 Hz). Fig. 3(a) and (b)

shows the current and voltage harmonics at the 13.8-kV bus,

expressed as a percentage of the fundamental value. Both alter-

Fig. 2. Frequency response in 13.8-kV bus.

Fig. 3. Magnitude of current and voltage harmonics at the 13.8-kV bus.
(a) QC = 3 Mvar. (b) QC = 6 Mvar.

TABLE I
POWERS AND POWER FACTOR RESULTS

natives of capacitor banks, QC = 3 Mvar and QC = 6 Mvar,

with 100% of load are considered.

The results of these compensations at the 13.8-kV bus are

summarized in Table I. It shows P and Q as defined in [20],

the current and voltage fundamental values, their total harmonic
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TABLE II
RESULTS AND VERIFICATIONS

Fig. 4. Structure of the proposed SHAPF.

distortions, the power factor, and the reactive power provided

by capacitor banks (QAC).
Table II summarizes the voltage harmonics for QC =

0 Mvar, QC = 3 Mvar, and QC = 6 Mvar compensation with

full load, together with the limits fixed by IEEE [21].

In both cases, the individual voltage harmonics for the fifth

and the seventh harmonics are above the allowable levels, so a

different compensation should be considered.

III. HYBRID ACTIVE FILTER COMPENSATION

The structure of the proposed SHAPF is shown in Fig. 4.

It consists of a three-phase pulsewidth-modulation (PWM)

voltage source inverter (VSI) connected in series with one or

more passive filters. They are directly connected to the grid

without the need of a transformer. The passive filters consist

of simple LC filters per phase tuned near certain harmonic fre-

quencies. Basically, the active power filter acts as a controlled

voltage source which forces the system line currents to become

sinusoidal.

The hybrid active filter basically consists of a passive filter

connected in series with a controlled voltage source as shown

by the single-phase equivalent circuit in Fig. 5(a). The active

filter is used only to compensate harmonics, while the reactive

currents are damped by the passive filters. Therefore, it is

considered as a voltage source proportional to the harmonic line

currents (VAF = K · ISh), where K is the gain of the active

filter. The load is assumed to be an ideal current source IL, and

ZF is the impedance of the LC filter.

When no active filter is connected (K = 0), the ratio be-

tween the harmonic components of the ac line current (ISh)

Fig. 5. Single-phase equivalent circuits of the system with hybrid active power
filter connected. (a) Total equivalent circuit. (b) Equivalent circuit for harmonic
components. (c) Resistive equivalence of the harmonic filter.

and those of the nonlinear load (ILh) is easily obtained from

Fig. 5(b), considering the ac mains (Vs) as purely sinusoidal

ISh

ILh

=
ZFh

ZFh + ZSh

. (1)

A good filtering is obtained only when ZFh ≪ ZSh. How-

ever, this is not always the case for all the harmonics generated

by the load. Moreover, harmonic resonances between ZS and

ZF may occur at specific frequencies, thus causing the so-called

harmonic amplifying phenomena.

When the active filter is connected, the ratio (ISh/ILh)
becomes

ISh

ILh

=
ZFh

K + ZFh + ZSh

. (2)

Equation (2) defines the filtering characteristic of the hybrid

topology (ISh/ILh), which depends on the value of the passive

filter equivalent impedance ZFh, the system impedance ZSh,

and the active power filter gain K. It shows that the active

filter behaves as a pure resistor of value K(Ω) connected in

series with ZSh as shown in Fig. 5(c). If K is much bigger than

|ZFh|, all the harmonic currents injected by the load would flow

into the passive filter. When K is also much bigger than |ZSh|,
K would dominate the filtering characteristics of the whole

compensator. Moreover, K acts as a resistor which damps

possible parallel resonances between ZS and ZF . A high value

of K improves the compensation performance of the filter. It
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Fig. 6. Filtering characteristics of the hybrid filter.

helps the passive filter to absorb the load harmonic current ILh,

so that only a small amount of it flows through the supply.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between ISh and ILh for differ-

ent values of K. The ZS of the system under test is considered

together with the ZF of two passive filters tuned at 7th and 11th

harmonics which compensate QC = 3 Mvar each. It should be

remarked that K is null at fundamental frequency.

Fig. 6 shows the two resonance frequencies of the passive

filters, i.e., 350 and 550 Hz. When no active filter is connected

(K = 0), harmonic amplification appears between 100 and

400 Hz. On the other hand, when the active filter is connected

(K > 0), no harmonic amplification occurs and the harmonic

damping increases with greater values of K.

IV. DESIGN OF HYBRID ACTIVE FILTER

The control system has two main tasks when generating the

voltage references to the PWM VSI: 1) Eliminate the harmonics

from the line currents, and 2) control the dc voltage of the

VSI. Therefore, the analysis and design of the SHAPF may be

divided into three main sections: the passive filter, the PWM

VSI, and the control block.

A. Passive Filter

The passive filter has three main functions: reactive com-

pensation, absorption of harmonic currents produced by the

load, and coupling of the inverter to the grid. Since the load

is variable, it is advisable to have different levels of reactive

compensation. Equation (1) suggests that the passive filter

should have the lowest possible impedance at the 5th, 7th, 11th,

and 13th harmonic frequencies to achieve good filtering charac-

teristics. However, implementing four passive filters would be

bulky and expensive. Then, two passive filters tuned at 7th and

11th harmonics are also recommended to provide 3 Mvar each.

The main reasons for this selection are as follows.

1) The LC filter tuned at the 7th and 11th harmonic frequen-

cies is less bulky and expensive than the one tuned at the

5th and 7th harmonics.

TABLE III
PASSIVE FILTER PARAMETERS

2) The filter tuned at the 11th harmonic presents lower

impedance at the 13th harmonic than another tuned at the

7th harmonics.

The level of reactive power defines the capacitance CF of

both filters. Therefore, once the reactive power compensation

(Qc), the tuned harmonic frequency (fr), and a typical quality

factor (Q) of each passive filter have been defined, the values

of CF (µF), LF (mH), and RF (Ω) are calculated [3]. Table III

summarizes the parameters of the passive filters.

B. PWM VSI

The PWM VSI is a standard two-level three-phase VSI with

IGBTs [2], [22]–[25] using a standard sinusoidal modulation

with a carrier frequency of 10 kHz.

The inverter is connected to the 13.8 kV bus or point of

common coupling (PCC) through the passive filters. Since the

LC filter presents high impedance at the switching frequency,

no extra components are required to filter the ripple produced

by the inverter output voltage. In addition, the inductors of each

passive filter function like coupling inductors to connect the

converter to the network. Therefore, the passive filter tuned at

the lowest frequency is connected first in order to better filter

the harmonics generated by the PWM.

The dc side of the converter is built only with a capacitor of

proper value. The capacitance is selected in order to keep the

voltage ripple below 1%. The dc value is chosen so that the

converter can supply the current time derivatives demanded by

the harmonics to be compensated. Consequently, when higher

harmonics are required for the SHAPF, the voltage level in

the dc side, the voltage rating for the power IGBTs, and the

switching frequency required to follow the reference currents

are higher. The active filter can build up and regulate the dc

voltage on the capacitor without any external power supply

or special start-up circuit. The dc voltage level is controlled

with a proportional controller. The inverter design values are

Vdc = 1500 V and C = 5000 µF.

C. Control-System Reference-Voltage Generator

The control system measures the three-phase currents at the

secondary windings of the transformers (Im1 and Im2 in Fig. 1).

Then, the supply currents (iSA, iSB, iSC) are obtained by sum-

ming Im1 and Im2. With the three-phase supply currents (iSA,

iSB, iSC), the three-phase supply voltages (vA, vB , vC), and

the dc voltage of the inverter, the control builds the reference

voltages for the PWM VSI.

First, the three-phase supply currents (iSA, iSB, and iSC)

are transformed into the instantaneous active (id) and reactive
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Fig. 7. Control block diagram of the SHAPF.

(iq) components using a rotating frame synchronous with the

positive sequence of the system voltage

⎡

⎣

id
iq
i0

⎤

⎦=
2

3

⎡

⎣

sin(ωst) sin
(

ωst− 2π
3

)

sin
(

ωst+
2π
3

)

cos(ωst) cos
(

ωst− 2π
3

)

cos
(

ωst+
2π
3

)

1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣

iSA

iSB

iSC

⎤

⎦

(3)

where ωst is the phase of the positive sequence of the system

voltage and it is provided by a phase-locked loop.

The system under study is a three-wire system where the

zero sequence may be neglected, so in the sequel, only id and

iq are considered. The active and reactive currents can also be

decomposed in their dc and ac values

[

id
iq

]

=

[

idDC

iqDC

]

+

[

idAC

iqAC

]

. (4)

The mean values of the instantaneous active and reactive

currents (idDC
, iqDC

) are the fundamental active and reac-

tive current components. The ac components of both currents

(idAC
, iqAC

) correspond to the contribution of active and reac-

tive harmonic components.

It is desired that the network supplies the dc value of the

active current, while its ac component, as well as the reactive

current, is supplied by the SHAPF. Considering the reactive

current, its dc value is provided by the passive filter, while the

VSI provides an ac voltage to damp the harmonics. Then, the

instantaneous active and reactive currents are filtered in order to

separate both components and generate the correct references to

the PWM modulator
[

idAC

iqAC

]

=

[

id
iq

]

−
[

idDC

iqDC

]

. (5)

These current components are amplified by a gain KI .

Aside from providing the harmonic currents, the control

system should maintain the dc voltage of the PWM VSI to

guarantee its accurate operation. This means to control the

active power flow into the power inverter. It is important to

notice that no active fundamental current flows through the

LC filter. Therefore, the dc voltage control is obtained by

controlling the dc value of the reactive current (iqDC
) as shown

in Fig. 7, where the block diagram of the control system is

presented.

Then, the reference currents in the abc frame are

⎡

⎣

iCA

iCB

iCC

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣

sin(ωst) cos(ωst)
sin

(

ωst − 2π
3

)

cos
(

ωst − 2π
3

)

sin
(

ωst + 2π
3

)

cos
(

ωst + 2π
3

)

⎤

⎦

[

i∗d
i∗q

]

. (6)

Each current component is amplified by a gain KV which

corresponds to the voltage gain of the PWM inverter

v∗
af = KV · iC . (7)

The resultant signal v∗
af

is the voltage reference produced by

the control which should be synthesized by the power inverter.

Then, the total gain of the SHAPF referred to in the previ-

ous section results K = KI KV = 60, where KI = 20 and

KV = 3.

D. Passive Filter Connection

The active filter has no control over the reactive compensa-

tion. This is fully done by the passive filters. Before connecting

the filters, the control starts monitoring the system. When iqDC

is higher than 170 A, the filter tuned at the lowest frequency

(seventh in the present case) is attached. If after a transient

of three cycles iqDC
continues to be higher than 170 A, the

second filter is also connected. Whenever iqDC
falls below 17 A,

the second filter is disconnected. If only one filter is actually

working and iqDC
is lower that 17 A, the complete filter is

removed and no further compensation is performed. It is worth

noting that it is not possible to use this filter with light loads

below 25% of rated value.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed filter,

the DS under study is simulated for different load conditions.

A. Full Load

First, a maximum demand is considered. This means

20.9 MVA with cos ϕ = 0.78 (P = 16.3 MW, Q = 13 Mvar).
At t = 0.2 s, the hybrid filter is connected through the passive

filter tuned at the seventh harmonics. The filter tuned at the

11th harmonics is connected after three fundamental cycles,

at t = 0.26 s. With this configuration, the SHAPF provides a

reactive compensation of QC = 6 Mvar and all the harmonics.
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Fig. 8. Full load: Current and voltage at the 13.8-kV bus during the SHAPF
connection.

Fig. 9. Full load: Current and voltage spectra at the 13.8-kV bus.

Fig. 8 shows the current and voltage of one phase at the

13.8-kV level upstream of the SHAPF during its connection.

A transient behavior, in both current and voltage, is observed

after the filter connection, but it lasts less than two fundamental

cycles. In addition, a smaller transient appears when the second

passive filter is connected. After 80 ms, the benefits of the

SHAPF are clearly seen. The supplied current is reduced, while

the phase voltage is increased, and it only shows a slight

increment of the high-frequency ripple.

Fig. 9 shows the spectra of phase current and voltage at

steady state for full-load compensation.

The fundamental current rms value has been decreased to

I1rms = 804.2 A, while its THDI has been reduced to 0.38%.

Regarding the voltage harmonics, THDV has been reduced

to 0.56%, while its fundamental rms value is increased to

V1rms = 8015 V. Both THDs have been calculated considering

up to 12 kHz in order to include the high-frequency harmonics

due to PWM switching. When compared with the values given

in Table I for QC = 0 Mvar, there is a decrement of 11% in

the fundamental current and an increment of 4% in the funda-

mental voltage. In addition, both values are slightly better than

those obtained with full passive compensation, but with much

smaller THDs.

Tables IV and V replicate the results shown in Tables I and

II, where the hybrid active filter is used to compensate QC =
3 Mvar and QC = 6 Mvar with 100% of load.

TABLE IV
POWERS AND POWER FACTOR RESULTS

TABLE V
RESULTS AND VERIFICATIONS

Fig. 10. Full load: PWM VSI current into the PCC and steady-state
harmonics.

Both tables clearly show an important improvement in cur-

rent and voltage total harmonic distortions. When SHAPF is

applied, THDV and the individual harmonics are well below

the limits fixed in [21].

Regarding the performance of the PWM VSI, Fig. 10 shows

the current delivered by the converter and Fig. 11 shows the dc

voltage. Their harmonic components at steady state for full-load

compensation are also presented.

The upper trace of Fig. 10 shows the current of one phase

entering the PCC, and the bottom trace shows its spectrum.

The fundamental component corresponds to the QC = 6 Mvar

reactive compensation, while the harmonics are those required

by the load. The switching ripple is almost negligible.

The upper trace of Fig. 11 shows that the dc voltage starts

increasing from 0 V immediately after the SHAPF connection.

It reaches the reference value of 1.5 kV after 40 ms. The bottom

trace shows its spectrum in which the sixth harmonic and its

multiples dominate. These correspond to the ac components of

the instantaneous active power.

Regarding the power losses of the inverter, the d−q compo-

nents of the voltage at its output were calculated. For full load,

VqDCinv
results equal to 40 V. This means that the inverter losses
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Fig. 11. Full load: DC voltage of the PWM VSI and its steady-state
harmonics.

are below 15 kW. That is around 0.2% of the reactive power

delivered by the hybrid filter.

B. Load Change

First, a load to the 30% of maximum demand is consid-

ered at the 13.8-kV bus. This means 6.27 MVA with cos ϕ =
0.78 (Pi30% = 4.89 MW, Qi30% = 3.9 Mvar). The current

harmonic distortion is 30% of its maximum maintaining the

relationship with the fundamental value. The hybrid filter is

connected through the passive filter tuned at the 7th harmonics,

while the filter tuned at the 11th harmonics remains detached.

With this configuration, the SHAPF provides a reactive com-

pensation of QC = 3 Mvar. At t = 0.45 s, the load is increased

to its maximum demand. This means an increment of 70%,

14.65 MVA with cos ϕ = 0.78 (Pi70% = 11.4 MW, Qi70% =
9.17 Mvar), and a proportional harmonic distortion. Due to

the increase of reactive demand, the passive filter tuned at

11th harmonics is connected at t = 0.46 s, providing additional

QC = 3 Mvar. With this configuration, the SHAPF provides a

reactive compensation of QC = 6 Mvar and harmonics.

Fig. 12 shows the voltage and current upstream of the

SHAPF when the load is increased and the second passive filter

is connected. A transient is observed in line voltage and current

after the connection of the load and the second passive filter.

During the transient, the current increases both its fundamental

value and the harmonic distortion. In addition, the phase voltage

reduces its amplitude and presents some distortion during this

time. In any case, the alterations are not important, particularly

considering the severe demand imposed by a 70% of load

increment.

The benefits of the SHAPF are clearly seen after a short

transient of 40 ms. The supplied current is reduced, while the

phase voltage is increased.

Fig. 13 shows the detailed information of phase current and

voltage harmonics for a 30% of full load when only one passive

filter is connected.

Fig. 12. Load increase: 30% to 100%. Current and voltage in 13.8-kV bus.

Fig. 13. 30% of full load: Current and voltage spectra at the 13.8-kV bus.

The fundamental rms value of the current has been decreased

to I1rms = 203.4 A, while its THDI has been reduced to

0.74%. Regarding the voltage harmonics, THDV has been

reduced to 0.4%, while its fundamental rms value has been

increased to V1rms = 8484 V. Both THDs have been calculated

by considering up to 12 kHz in order to include the high-

frequency harmonics due to PWM switching.

Regarding the performance of the PWM VSI, Fig. 14 shows

the current delivered by the converter and its dc voltage. The

upper trace of Fig. 14 shows the current of one phase entering

the PCC. A transient of two fundamental cycles is observed

when the load is increased and the second passive filter is

connected. The fundamental value increases up to the 6-Mvar

reactive compensation, while the harmonics are those required

by the load. The ripple, due to the switching frequency of the

converter, is almost negligible. The bottom trace shows that the

dc voltage falls less than 10% when the load is increased, but it

quickly recovers the mean value around 1.5 kV. It also presents

the sixth harmonic oscillation, due to the ac component of the

instantaneous active power.

C. Passive Filter Detuning

The proposed hybrid filter is not very sensitive to the ac-

tual tuning of the passive filters. Here, the performance of

the proposed filter is evaluated with different detuning of the
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Fig. 14. Load increase: 30% to 100%. PWM VSI current into the PCC and dc
voltage.

TABLE VI
CASES OF DETUNING ANALYZED

Fig. 15. Filtering characteristics of the hybrid filter with detuning.

passive filters. Table VI shows the different combinations of ca-

pacitances that were considered. ∆CF represents the variation

of the filter capacitance with respect to the rated value.

Fig. 15 shows how the filtering characteristics of the hybrid

filter are modified when the passive elements are detuned. All

the graphics are plotted for K = 60. It is clearly seen that

even when the resonance frequencies vary a lot, no harmonic

amplification occurs.

Figs. 16 and 17 show the spectra of phase current and

voltage, at steady state with full-load compensation, for the

different cases presented in Table VI together with the original

case without detuning.

Fig. 16. Full-load detuning: Current spectra at the 13.8-kV bus.

Fig. 17. Full-load detuning: Voltage spectra at the 13.8-kV bus.

The detuning of the lower frequency filter mostly affects

the harmonic distortions that remain in the system. THDv

increases up to 1.5% for the lowest capacitance and 1.12% for

the highest capacitance. THDI also raises to 1.01% and 0.67%,

respectively. All the results show that the individual harmonics,

as well as the THD, remain well below the limits fixed in [21].

VI. CONCLUSION

The design of a shunt hybrid active filter to compensate

reactive power and harmonics in the MV level of a power

distribution system was presented in this paper. Two levels of

reactive compensation were implemented through the design of

the passive filter. The first level considered 3 Mvar of reactive

compensation supplied by a passive filter tuned at 7th harmonic,

while extra 3 Mvar is provided by another passive filter tuned

at 11th harmonic. Extra harmonic damping is provided by the

active filter in series with them. The proposed filter is rather

cheap and simple, and it presents a very good performance in

transient and steady-state operation. It represents an excellent

solution for the problem presented in the reconfiguration of the

distribution network considered in this paper.
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